2. Electr osta tic Po t ential a nd Cap acitance
•

Electrostatic potential at any p oint in a region of electrostatic field is the
minimum work done in carrying a unit p ositive charge (without acceleration)
from infinity to that point.

•

Electrostatic forces are conservative.

•

Electric potential due to a p oint charge:
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The p otential at a point with position vector r, due to a point dipole of dipole
moment p p laced at the origin is
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(The result is also true for a dipole with charges -q and

q separated by

2a) for r

>> a.
•

The electric potential at every poin t of an equipotential sw·face is the same.
No work is done in moving the test charge from one point of the equipotential
surface to the other.

•

Relation between electric intensity and electric potential:

•

El ectrostati c s of conductors
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Inside a conductor, the electric field is zero.
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The interior of a conductor can h ave no excess charge in static situation.
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The electric field on the surface of a charged conductor is perpendic ular to
the surface of the conduc tor at every point.
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Electrosta tic potential is constant throughout the volume of the conductor,
and has the same value as on its surface.
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The electric field at the surface of a ch arged conductor is
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Where, a is the surface charge density and

ii is a unit vector normal to the

sw-face in the outwar d direction
•

A cap acitor is a system of two cond uctors separated b y an insulator. Its
cap acitance is defined by

C = Q!V
Where, Q.and - Q.are the charges on the two con ductors and Vis the potential
difference benveen them
Cis de termined pw·e ly geometrically, by the shapes, sizes and relative positions
of the two con d u ctors. For a p aralle l plat e cap acitor (with v acuum b e tween the
plates),
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Where , A is the ar ea of ead1 p late and dis the sep aration between them

•

If the medium between the plates of a capacitor is filled with an insulating
substanc e (dielectric), the electric field due to the charged plates induces a net
dipole moment in the dielech·ic. This effect, called polarisation, gives rise to a
field in the opposite direction. The net electric field inside the dielectric, and
hence the potential difference between the plates, is thus reduced.
Consequently, the capacitance C increases from its value C0 {when there is no
medium (vacuum)}, C = KC0
Where, K is the dielectric constant of the insulating substance

•

For capacitors in series combination, the total capacitance Cis given by
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In parallel combination, the total capacitance C is

c = q + C2 + C3 + ........ .
•

The Energy U stor ed in a cap acitor of capacitance C, with charge Q_and voltage V
is

